Let yourself be enchanted by the magical surrounding towns! We organize tours to…

Cannes, Mougins, Grasse and Gourdon
Discover the fabulous streets of Cannes! You’ll be enchanted by the mystical venues made
popular by the Festival de Cannes. Step in the footprints of starts in the Palace of Festivals
and Conferences, and lose yourself in the charming old town of Suquet, admire its provincial
beauty and markets and stretch yourself on the beaches of the bays od Cannes.
Above Cannes lies the medieval town of Mougins on a peak, in the form of a shell. Its narrow
streets, covered in flowers, attracted artists like Picasso and Man Ray. Mougin’s typical
provincial façade, numerous art galleries and cozy restaurant give it an intangible charm.
Visit Grasse, a typical town of Provence and discover its variety of architecture, its squares
and fountains, its mews wiggling towards magical streets of a thousand different scents –
roses, jasmines, olive trees… And though it’s called ‘the world capital of perfume’, it’s got a
lot more to attract tourists than its scents. Discovering this town is like reliving the distant
past.

Situated on the top of a vertiginous cliff at an altitude of 760 m, Gourdon is an open balcony
overlooking the Loup River and the Mediterranean Sea. Beneath an impressive castle,
surrounded by a charming park, the ancient houses are well preserved. This village is full of
artists, certain scenes of Les Misérables (2012) were filmed here, due to its 19th century
atmosphere.
Nice, Cannes, all over Côte d’Azur...
Join us for a touristic excursion to Côte d’Azur, also known as ’the French Riviera’: we hit
Cannes, Grasse, Antibes, Juan-Les-Pins, Saint Paul de Vence, Gourdon, Nice, Monaco and
Saint-Tropez. Our drivers offer a full door-to-door, or better door-to-sight service J Do not
miss any of this wonderful region!
Nice, Monaco, Monte Carlo and Èze
This is the route called the ’moyenne corniche’ (the mid one from the three corniches),
offering a splendid view over Nice and the peninsula of St. Jean Cap Ferrat, and it leads to the
charming village of Èze, which is like an eyrie on a hilltop. Notice its artisanal boutiques,
perfume shops and fabulous little streets, giving you the true essence of Provence.
Afterwards, we head to the Principality of Monaco, which reflects the beauty and charm of
the region. Its most beautiful sight is the Prince’s Palace, which gives place to the changing of
the guard. Closer to the beach lies the majestic Saint Nicholas Cathedral, venue of the
wedding of Prince Albert II and Grace Kelly. The interesting Oceanographic Museum is also
nearby, don’t miss it!
Once you’re here, you have to discover the legendary Monte Carlo. Hire a luxurious car, play
roulette or poker in an elegant casino, or simply contemplate life in Monaco on the terrace of
Café de Paris before participating in the famous Grand Tour of Formule 1.
You’ll surely love the trip back to Nice along the basse corniche, passing by breathtaking
views of villages and the bay, and the impressive citadel of Villefranche-sur-Mer.

